Accurate forecasting of passenger flow (i.e., ridership) is critical to the operation of urban metro systems. Previous studies mainly model passenger flow as time series by aggregating individual trips and then perform forecasting based on the values in the past several steps. However, this approach essentially overlooks the fact that passenger flow consists of trips from each individual traveler with strong regularity rooted in their travel behavior. For example, a traveler's work trip in the morning can help predict his/her home trip in the evening, while this fact cannot be explicitly encoded in standard time series models. In this paper, we propose a new passenger flow forecasting framework by incorporating the generative mechanism into standard time series models. In doing so, we focus on forecasting boarding demand, and we introduce returning flow from previous alighting trips as a new covariate, which captures the causal structure and long-range dependencies in passenger flow data based on travel behavior. We develop the return probability parallelogram (RPP) to summarize the causal relationships and estimate the return flow. The proposed framework is evaluated using real-world passenger flow data, and the results confirm that the returning flow-a single covariate-can substantially and consistently benefit various forecasting tasks, including one-step ahead forecasting, multi-step ahead forecasting, and forecasting under special events. This study can be extended to other modes of transport, and it also sheds new light on general demand time series forecasting problems, in which causal structure and the long-range dependencies are generated by the behavior patterns of users.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of metro systems and the continued growth of metro ridership worldwide (Union Internationale des Transports Publics (UITP), 2018). As an efficient and high-capacity transportation mode, the metro is also playing an ever-important role in shaping future sustainable transportation. Given the growing importance of metro systems, it is critical to have a good understanding of passenger demand patterns to support service operation. A particularly important task is to make accurate and real-time forecasting of passenger demand/ridership, which plays a vital role in a wide range of applications, including service scheduling, crowd management, and disruption response, to name but a few. Short-term passenger flow forecasting has always been an important topic in public transport research. Most existing studies consider passenger flow data as time series and follow similar methods as those applied in traffic flow forecasting. For example, statistical time series models have been widely applied to ridership forecasting problems, including auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) (Williams and Hoel, 2003; Ding et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020a) , exponential smoothing (Tan et al., 2009) , and state-space/Kalman filter (Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003; Jiao et al., 2016) . Essentially, these classical time series models are linear in nature; to better characterize the non-linearity in time series data, recent research starts regarding the forecasting a supervised machine learning problem. On this track, some representative supervised learning models have been applied, such as support vector machine (SVM) (Chen et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2015) , artificial neural network (ANN) (Vlahogianni et al., 2005; Tsai et al., 2009; Li et al., 2017) , random forest (Toqué et al., 2017) , and recurrent neural network (RNN)/long short-term memory (LSTM) as emerging deep learning approaches (Hao et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) . The aforementioned research mainly focuses on modeling a univariate time series for a single metro station. However, the metro system is a network in To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research that incorporates a travel behavior component into the longstanding passenger flow forecasting problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept of returning flow and return probability parallelogram as the tool to integrate travel behavior regularity into the passenger flow forecasting framework. In section 3, we develop case studies based on real-world smart card data and we demonstrate the effectiveness our models under different scenarios. Finally, we summarize the conclusion and future research in section 4.
Methodology
In this section, we introduce returning flow and the return probability parallelogram as two fundamental variables in developing the behavior-based boarding flow forecasting framework. The proposed forecasting models are constructed by integrating returning flow as a new feature/covariate into traditional time series forecasting models. Before introducing the behavior variables, we first give a brief description of the passenger flow forecasting problem.
Problem description
Suppose that in a metro system we have access to all smart card transactions, i.e., we know the anonymous ID of passengers, the time and the location of both boarding (tapping-in) and alighting (tapping-out) for each trip. In this case, a station s will generate two passenger flow time series: the alighting/arriving flow for passengers with station s as their destination, and the boarding/incoming flow for passengers who start their trips from station s. We denote by y s t and m s t the boarding flow and the alighting flow at station s in time interval t, respectively. We focus on the case of forecasting the boarding flow y s t . Given some recent observations y s 1 , . . . , y s t−1 , y s t , our goal is to predict the values of y s t+1 , y s t+2 , . . . , y s t+L in the next L time steps/intervals. This is a standard time series analysis problem, and it is straightforward to apply traditional statistical models such as ARIMA to perform forecasting. However, in this paper, we want to examine if we can achieve better forecasting results by utilizing the additional information from alighting flow m s t and the behavioral regularity of passengers.
Returning flow
We begin our model by introducing the concept of the "returning flow". To facilitate model development, we divide all the passengers associated with stations s (both boarding and alighting) into two groups (see Figure 1 ):
(G1) Passengers who alight at station s;
(G2) Passengers who board at station s without a previous trip alighting at s.
• represents alighting, • represents boarding, −→ represents observed trip chain, represents trip chain to be predicted. With this definition, we can model the boarding flow y s t by combining the boarding activities in the two groups. The passengers in G1 can be further separated into two subgroups given if they have their next trip originating from station s within a certain time window. We define the subgroup with a following trip as G1A and the other as G1B. Thus, G1A actually consists of those passengers who conduct certain activities (e.g., home/work) at station s. We define "returning flow" at time t as the number of people in G1 who will finish their activities and start their return trips at time t, denoted by r s t . In fact, these chained trips (with departing station identical to the alighting station of a previous trip) make up a substantial component of all trips. For the Guangzhou metro in our case study, we actually find that chained trips cover about 60% of all trips. Therefore, our hypothesis is that having the "returning flow" as an additional variable will enhance the forecasting of y s t+1 . We refer to this new model with r s t+1 as a covariate as M1:
M1 : y s t+1 = f y s 1:t , r s t+1 .
(1)
We consider a standard time series model without any additional variables as a baseline (M0):
The concept of "returning flow" is very simple and we would expect r s t+1 contributes significantly given that the boarding demand is largely composed of the returning flow. However, it should be noted that we do not have access to r s t+1 , as the returning flow in G1 is only observed until time t (i.e., those dashed arrows in Figure 1 ). Therefore, in practice, we need to first estimater s t+1 and then use it as a proxy in M1. A possible alternative is to use r s t -which we have access in real-time-instead ofr s t+1 as the covariate. We define this alternative model as M2 and also use it as a baseline model:
M2 : y s t+1 = f (y s 1:t , r s t ) .
(3)
Return probability parallelogram (RPP)
In this subsection, we propose a simple method to estimater s t+1 in M1 based on the time series of alighting flow m s t . Our fundamental assumption is that there exists a universal distribution p s τ boarding τ alighting characterizing the conditional probability that a passenger in G1 who alights at time τ alighting will start his/her returning trip at time τ boarding . Note that we define p s on the whole group G1, so the subgroup G1B is also modeled in this distribution. Assuming the length of returning time window is H when we define G1A, for the passengers who alight at time t a we have:
in which the term p s τ boarding = NA τ alighting = t a represents the conditional probability of an arriving passenger does not return (i.e., subgroup G1B). If the conditional distribution p s τ boarding τ alighting is available for all τ alighting , we can estimate the expectation of the returning flow r s t+1 at time t + 1 by:
It is important to note that the estimation ofr s t+1 using Eq. (5) is very different from predictingr s t+1 using a time series model based on past observations. This is because a simple time series model such as ARIMA cannot characterize the unique generative mechanisms (e.g., come-and-return) and the corresponding long-range dependencies/causal structure provided by these mechanisms in the passenger flow data.
The time window length H is an additional parameter to be determined before applying Eq. (5). To choose an appropriate H, we quantify the inter-trip time/duration τ boarding − τ alighting for all those passengers with both the alighting trip and the next boarding trip at the same station. We conduct this analysis on the Guangzhou metro data set. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the inter-trip time of two representative stations in a commercial area and a residential area, respectively. The distribution is obtained by aggregating all alighting records on a typical Monday, and we track the returning flow within 48 hours after the alighting. The return time intervals in both stations are characterized by a bi-modal pattern. The first peak (less than 3 hours) corresponds to certain short-duration activities. The longer peaks largely correspond to "work" activities (9-12 hours) in the commercial area and "home" activities (10-16 hours) in the residential area, respectively. More importantly, as we can see, almost all of the return trips start within a 24-hour window after finishing previous trips. Therefore, for simplicity, we only take the alighting flow within the past 24 hours into account when estimatingr s t+1 . After determining H, our next task to obtain a good estimate of the conditional probability distribution p s τ boarding τ alighting . However, the current formulation involves a set of conditional probabilities for each value of τ alighting , making it difficult to estimate. For simplicity, we assume that the conditional distributions are universal across different days:
where we refer to the reduce distribution p s 0 as return probability parallelogram (RPP). As the new conditional distribution p s 0 is defined given the time of day of t a , we can estimate it using historical trip data of passengers in group G1A (i.e., the solid arrows in Figure 1 ). We use Figure 3 to illustrate the idea of RPP. Panel (a) and (b) show two sets of conditional distributions for a commercial area and a residential area, respectively, in Guangzhou metro. The resolution for time slot is set to half an hour, and the range is from 6:00 to 24:00 (operation time of the metro system). Note that in this parallelogram representation we concatenate the 24:00 of day k and the 6:00 of day k + 1 on the horizontal axis. There are two blank triangles in this diagram: the one on the left corresponds to the t b ≤ t a , where the distribution is not defined; the one on the right corresponds to the conditional probability with t b > t a + H (H = 48 for 24 hours), which is also ignored for simplicity. It should be noted that in RPP the sum of each row is less than 1, as it does not include the passengers in G1B (with no returning trips, i.e., τ boarding = NA). With this formulation, we can replace p s τ boarding = t + 1 τ alighting = t − h + 1 in Eq. (5) by the corresponding conditional probability in RPP.
As shown in Figure 3 , it is obvious that different stations exhibit different RPP patterns. For example, for the commercial station in Figure 3 (a), most trips arrive (alight) in the morning and return in the evening on the same day, which essentially captures work activities. It is very rare to see returning trips on the next day. For the station in residential area in Figure 3 (b), on the contrary, we can see that the distribution mainly characterizes home activities, where alighting flow generally peaks in the evening and the returning flow concentrates in the morning of the next day. The RPP representation demonstrated in Figure 3 further suggests that the unique come-and-return dynamics for a station should be considered in passenger flow forecasting applications.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of behavior-integrated models. We choose the standard SARIMA model as the core model for time series forecasting (M0). On top of this model, we create two SARIMA-X models-M1 and M2-by simply incorporating the estimatedr s t+1 and the observed r s t as an additional covariates, respectively. We evaluate the performance of these models in three scenarios: 1) one-step ahead forecasting, 2) multi-step ahead forecasting, and 3) forecasting under special events. We use half an hour as the temporal resolution in all experiments.
ARIMA model
We Chen et al., 2020a) . Considering the strong periodicity from day to day, we apply Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) to model passenger flow. Here we give a brief introduction of the SARIMA model, and we refer readers to Hyndman and Athanasopoulos (2018) for a comprehensive review about time serise models. A SARIMA model is usually denoted by ARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)[m], where p, d, and q represent the order of autoregressive, differencing, and moving-average; P , D, and Q are the order of autoregressive, differencing, and moving-average for the seasonal part; and m is the number of period in each season. For a time series y 1 , . . . , y t with covariate x 1 , . . . , x t The ARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)[m] model takes the following form
where B is the backshift notation defined by
and b are parameters to be estimated, and e t is an error assumed to follow a white noise process (i.e., zero mean and iid). When using external covariate(s), Eq. (7) is equivalent to a regression model with ARIMA errors; the part not explained by the covariate(s) is modeled by an ARIMA model.
Model selection and evaluation
We apply the same order of SARIMA to the demand time series for all the stations. The seasonal frequency is set to m = 36 (i.e., daily, from 6:00 to 24:00, as we use half an hour as the temporal resolution). For most stations, after a seasonal differencing, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979) indicates no further differencing is required to make the time series stationary, we thus set D = 1 and d = 0. We search over possible models and finally select ARIMA(2, 0, 1)(1, 1, 0)[36] as the baseline M0, which is shown to be appropriate for most stations. Indeed, we can achieve better forecasting results by designing station-specific models with different orders. However, as our goal is to evaluate the effect of using the returning flow as a covariate, we still select a universal model for all stations for simplicity.
We use the root mean square error (RMSE) and the symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) to evaluate model accuracy:
where y s t andŷ s t are the real boarding flow and the predicted boarding flow, respectively. In addition to RMSE and SMAPE, we also use the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1998) to measures the trade-off between the goodness of fit and the complexity of a model. A smaller AIC suggests a better model.
Data
We use the passenger flow data retrieved from Guangzhou metro in China as a case study. The smart card data set covers 159 stations from July 24 to September 8 in 2017. Note that the data on weekends are not included in our analysis (i.e., we concatenate Friday with the next Monday), as the RPP has different patterns in weekends. We divide the whole data set into three parts:
(D1) July 24 to August 4 (two weeks): estimate the RPP p s 0 for a station s (for M1 only);
(D2) August 7 to August 25 (three weeks): estimate model parameters for all the three SARIMA models (training set);
(D3) August 28 to September 8 (two weeks): evaluate model performance (test set).
After estimating RPP using D1, we computer s t+1 on data sets D2 and D3 following Eq. (5). Before estimating the SARIMA models, we first empirically examine the relationship between the time series of returning flowr s t and the time series of incoming demand y s t . Figure 4 shows the demand time series y s t and the estimated returning flow time seriesr s t on data set D2/D3 for four representative stations. Although the four stations have very diverse demand patterns, we can see that the estimated returning flowr s t matches y s t very well. Notably, the returning flowr s t makes up a large proportion of the total boarding demand, and it can correctly characterize the temporal dynamics in y s t . More importantly, as marked by the red arrows in panels (a), (c) and (d), the returning flow can even reproduce some irregular increases/drops (i.e., anomalies) of the boarding flow, which are very difficult to capture using conventional time series models with y s t alone.
One-step ahead forecasting
We use data set D2 to estimate model parameters and apply the model to D3 for evaluation. Table 1 shows the results of one-step ahead forecasting for the four stations in Figure 4 . Compared with M0, M1 consistently reduces the RMSE and SMAPE of both training and test sets of the four stations by incorporatingr t+1 . Meanwhile, M1 is also superior with larger log-likelihood and lower AIC. However, with the observed r s t as input, M2 performs almost the same with M0. This might be due to fact that r s t correlates highly with y s t (the observation at the last step), since the returning flow covers a considerable proportion of the overall boarding flow. Thus the amount of additional information brought by this term is rather marginal. While on the contrary,r s t+1 estimated externally by combining RPP and the alighting time series m s t actually encodes the generative mechanisms and long-range dependencies, and thus M1 produces much better forecasting results.
The results in Table 1 indeed show that M1 gives improved accuracy; however, it should be also noted that the improvement varies across different stations. To further explore this variation, we cluster the 159 stations based on their RPPs. In doing so, we transform each RPP into a vector of 36 × 36 = 1296 and perform hierarchical clustering using the Euclidean distance between paired vectors; the distances between clusters are calculated by the Ward's method (Ward Jr, 1963) . In the meanwhile, we measure the effect ofr s t+1 by the difference in SMAPE: The hierarchical clustering in Figure 5 divides the 159 stations into three major clusters. We find that stations cluster 1 mostly corresponds to business-type areas where passengers primarily return in the afternoon or evening, such as in Figure 3 (a) . Cluster 2 mainly consists of residential areas that feature a considerable returning flow the next morning, such as in Figure 3 (b) . Cluster 3 is a combination of cluster 1 and 2, which has relatively balanced returning flow in both the current and the next day. The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the D s values for all stations following the same order as the clustering result. As can be seen, most stations gives a negative D s values, which further confirms the effectiveness of model M1. It should be noted that the effect ofr s t+1 are different among clusters. The effect is the most profound for cluster 1 (with two exceptions, which we will discuss in detail in section 3.6), while the least significant for cluster 2. This result suggests that the boarding demand in residential areas can be well characterized by using only the AR and MA processes.
Multi-step ahead forecasting
Even with strong seasonality, multi-step ahead forecasting is a still challenging task because the errors will accumulate with the rolling forecasting process. A unique advantage of model M1 is that the estimation of returning flowr s t+L suffers less from this error accumulation problem thanks to the long range dependencies, and even the alighting flow in many steps ago could still dominate the future returning flow. For example, as shown in Figure 3 (a), the alighting flow in the morning (7:00-10:00) plays an important role in determining the returning flow of the evening (17:00-19:00). Therefore, using returning flow as an additional feature in M1 could potentially alleviate the error accumulation problem in multi-step ahead forecasting.
For a L-step boarding flow forecasting that predicts y s t+L by y s 1:t , M1 requires a series of returning floŵ r s t+1 , . . . ,r s t+L as input. However, in order to estimater t+L , Eq. (5) requires the alighting flow series m s t+1:t+L−1 , which are not available. In this case, we use the average alighting flow at the same window of historical days as the approximation of future alighting flow m s t+1 . . . m s t+L−1 . This approximation for the future alighting flow should only bring minor errors to the estimation of returning flow in Eq. (5), since it only contributes to the last L − 1 components in the summation.
We examine the multi-step ahead forecasting using a time series cross-validation method that is known as "evaluation on a rolling forecasting origin" (Hyndman and Athanasopoulos, 2018, Chapter 3) . For a L-step ahead forecasting, we train a model for each observation in data set D3 using a training set form the first observation in data set D2 to the observation L steps prior to that observation. The error is only evaluated at the L th step, and the overall error is the average error over the test set. Table 2 shows the result of 1, 2, 4, and 6 steps forecasting for M0 and M1. Compared with M0, M1 offers substantially enhanced forecasting in station (a), (c), and (d), and the errors increase much slower with the growing step L. Especially, in station (a), the RMSE of M0 increases 252.55 (75.6%) form 1-step forecast to 6-step forecast, the number is only 174.66 (60.4%) for M1. For the residential (cluster 2) station (b), the effect of M1 in multi-step ahead forecasting is less significant, which validates the different contributions of returning flow among different clusters. Overall, we can see that multi-step ahead forecasting tasks can benefit substantially from the long-range dependencies encoded in M1 andr s t+1 .
Forecasting under special events
As shown in Figure 5 , M1 is less effective only for a few stations. A main reason is that these stations in general have a large variation in RPP from day to day. For these station,r s t+1 will be less accurate and less informative in supporting the forecasting. Therefore, M1 withr s t+1 estimated by a universal RPP will not benefit as much, if not more, than M0 and M2. This is particularly the case for forecasting under special events, since the RPP cannot be well estimated using historical data and it will involve large variation in nature. For example, as a metro station next to the Guangzhou International Sports Arena, Luogang often experiences surging demand because of large sports events and concerts. Figure 6 shows that the come-and-return dynamics under the special event is very different from normal days. The event in August 30 brought a period of unusually high alighting flow. After the event, the returning passengers caused another peak in the boarding flow. If we adopt a universal RPP estimated by aggregating historical data, we will end up with erroneously distributing the returning flow to the next morning (the morning peak ofr s t on August 31). To address this problem, we propose to build two separate RPPs for normal and event-induced passengers, respectively. For the passengers alight at time t a , the probability of returning at t becomes the weighted sum of the two parts: 
where we use superscript e and n to denote variables for event and normal condition, and the alighting flow m s ta = m s,e ta + m s,n ta . When the event-induced alighting flow m s,e ta = 0, Eq. (11) reduces to the normal RPP. In practice, we have a few approaches to estimate the event-induced alighting flow m s,e ta and RPP under events, such as looking into the passenger flow of the specific gate to the event venue or using the time information of an event. When such information is not available, we propose to apply the following method to estimate the RPP under events (assuming all events in station s follow the same RPP). First, a period with alighting flow larger than a threshold is identified as an event period. For each time window in a day, we use Q 3 + 1.5(IQR) as the threshold, where Q 3 is the third quartile and IQR the interquartile range. Next, the normal RPP can be estimated by the non-event periods. Subtracting the normal alighting (use median) and the normal returning flow from the part identified as event periods, the rest data in event periods are used to estimate the RPP under special events. By separating event and normal flow, we also prevent the normal RPP from being influenced by the event flow.
Using the data from from July 1 to August 24, 2017 (weekends included), Figure 7 shows the event RPP of Luogang station. It is conspicuous that two types of events exist in this venue, one ends in the afternoon and the other ends in the evening. The returning time for each type of event is more concentrated than the alighting time and is mostly on the same day of the alighting time. Although the RPP is estimated from different events (8 days with significant events), the return probability of these events shows regular and predictive patterns. Figure 8 shows the re-estimated returning flow of Luogang station. Compared with Figure 6 , we can find the returning flow in Figure 8 can now correctly reflect the peak and trend of the boarding flow under the special event. Note that the days in Figure 8 are different the days used for event RPP estimation, which shows the come-and-return dynamic of different events in this station follows similar patterns.
Considering that these events are occasional, we use the non-seasonal ARIMA with the order ARIMA(2, 0, 1) as our baseline model M0. The data separation is the same as section 3.3 except that we use a longer period for the event RPP estimation. We denote by M1' the ARIMA-X model that uses the "adjusted" returning flow as a covariate. The forecasting results are shown in Table 3 . M1' gives the best performance in RMSE, Log-likelihood, and AIC, while M1 is the best in terms of SMAPE. Due to the considerable difference in the magnitude of boarding flow under event and normal condition and many near-zero volumes in off-peak time, the best model suggested by RMSE and SMAPE is different. The results further shows that the returning flow offers substantial improvement even for the forecasting under special events. Although the simple ARIMA may not be the best model for a time series with apparent "outliers" such as these events, the returning flow could be easily integrated into other models for better prediction.
Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, we propose a new framework for forecasting passenger flow time series in metro systems. Different from previous studies that capture temporal dynamics in a data-driven way, we incorporate the generative mechanisms rooted in travel behavior into the modeling of passenger flow time series. In doing so, we introduce returning flow as a new covariate/feature into standard time series models. The returning flow is estimated as the expected returning boarding demand given previous alighting trips; thus, it encodes the causal structure and long-range dependencies in passenger flow data. We estimate the return probability by aggregating historical data, which also avoids the sensitivity issues and privacy concerns of using individual-based data/models such as in Zhao et al. (2018) . We examine this new framework on a real-world passenger flow data set collected from Guangzhou metro in China, and the proposed framework with returning flow has demonstrated superior performance in various scenarios, including one-step ahead forecasting, multi-step ahead forecasting, and forecasting under special events. There are several directions to explore for future research. First, we assume that both the boarding and the alighting time series are available (i.e., both tapping-in and tapping-out are registered by the smart card system), while metro in some cities may have a tapping-in only smart card system. In this case, one can further integrate a destination inference model (see e.g., Barry et al., 2002; Trépanier et al., 2007) into the proposed framework. Second, we use a simple and standard SARIMA model to assess the effectiveness of the proposed framework; in practice, we think the forecasting performance can be further improved by using more advanced statistical time series and deep learning-based sequence models. Third, current framework is station-specific, while the travel behavior regularity is ubiquitous and different stations may exhibit similar patterns. Thus, an interesting direction is to develop new models to generalize the causal structure across different stations, such as applying matrix/tensor factorization method (Sun and Axhausen, 2016) to learn the structure of RPP. Fourth, the returning flow in the current form must have the same boarding station as the previous alighting station; in fact, we can relax this assumption and build a network-wide model based on the causal structure among trips. Finally, this framework can be extended to other transport modes with non-random and chained travel patterns, such as private vehicles, taxi, and ride-hailing service. This paper also sheds new light on other behavior-driven demand forecasting problems, in which the causal structure and the long-range dependencies play a substantial role. For example, integrating purchasing behavior into the demand forecasting of retail products.
